The one-dimensional magnetohydrodynamics of shocked flows subjected to significant mass loading are considered. Recent observations at comets Giacobini-Zinner and Halley suggest that simple nonreacting MHD is an inappropriate description for active cometary bow shocks. The thickness of the observed cometary shock implies that mass loading represents an important dynamical process within the shock itself, thereby requiring that the Rankine-Hugoniot condition for the mass flux possess a source term. In a formal sense, this renders mass-loading shocks qualitatively similar to combustion shocks, except that mass loading induces the shocked flow to shear. Nevertheless, a large class of stable shocks exist, identified by means of the Lax conditions appropriate to MHD. Thus mass-loading shocks represent a new and interesting class of shocks, which, although found frequently in the solar system, both at the head of comets and, under suitable conditions, upsteam of weakly magnetized and nonmagnetized planets, has not been discussed in any detail. Owing to the shearing of the flow, mass-loading shocks can behave like switch-on shocks regardless of the magnitude of the plasma beta. Thus the behavior of the magnetic field in mass-loading shocks is significantly different from that occurring in nonreacting classical MHD shocks. It is demonstrated that there exist two types of mass-loading fronts for which no classical MHD analogue exists, these being the fast and slow compound mass-loading shocks. These shocks are characterized by an initial deceleration of the fluid flow to either the fast or the slow magnetosonic speed followed by an isentropic expansion to the final decelerated downstream state. Thus these transitions take the flow from a supersonic to a supersonic, although decelerated, downstream state, unlike shocks which occur in classical MHD or gasdynamics. It is possible that such structures have been observed during the Giotto-Halley encounter, and a brief discussion of the appropriate Halley parameters is therefore given, together with a short discussion of the determination of the shock normal from observations. A further interesting new form of mass-loading shock is the "slow-intermediate" shock, a stable shock which possesses many of the properties of intermediate MHD shocks yet which propagates like a slow mode MHD shock. An important property of mass-loading shocks is the large parameter regime (compared with classical MHD) which does not admit simple or stable transitions from a given upstream to a downstream state. This suggests that it is often necessary to construct compound structures consisting of shocks, slip waves, rarefactions, and fast and slow compound waves in order to connect given upstream and downstream states. Thus the Riemann problem is significantly different from that of classical MHD. 
[1990a]); and (3) the shock observed on the outbound Halley encounter, although apparently quasi-parallel, possessed an unusually strong rotation of the downstream magnetic field, which led Neubauer et el. [ 1990] to introduce the description "draping shock." Clearly, the nature of the cometary shock is poorly understood, although simulations suggest that the shock thickness is due to mass loading of the flow already well upstream of the shock [Omidi and Winske, 1987] . In particular, point 1 above distinguishes the cometary shock from ordinary nonreacting gasdynamical or MHD shocks in that mass loading is important within the shock itself. It was pointed out by Neubauer et al. [1990] and subsequently by Zank and Oughton [1991] that when typical cometary gas production rates and dissociation lifetimes [Krankowsky et al., 1986 ] are used, the ratio of the newly ionized cometary mass flux injected within the shock to the convected incident mass flux can easily achieve values of--•0.06. Neubauer et al. [1990] suggested that the Rankine-Hugoniot relations should include a source term to account for the significant mass loading within the body of the shock. They further suggested that mass injection at the shock may provide an explanation for the observed "draping shock" but did not develop this model in any detail. It was pointed out in paper 1, however, that such a strong rotation of the downstream magnetic field would lead to a significant reduction in the downstream gas pressure, which raised questions concerning the admissibility of certain solutions to the RankineHugoniot (R-H) relations. In general, the simple thermodynamical arguments used in gasdynamics and MHD are inappropriate for complex reacting flows experiencing mass loading [Zank, 1991] . In order to understand gasdynamical shocks subjected to significant mass injection, Lax's formulation of the "entropy condition" [Lax, 1973] was used to isolate the physically relevant solutions of the R-H conditions in paper 1. Lax's formulation is employed in this paper to consider the more complicated general MHD shock problem with mass loading. Such an approach is, to the best of our knowledge, the first time that the Lax inequalities have been used in the context of MHD flows. It should be noted that the Lax conditions also serve to pick out the stable solutions of the R-H conditions (see appendix).
Although we have so far discussed mass loading at comets only, it has long been thought that ionization processes, and hence mass loading, controlled the interaction between the solar wind and nonmagnetized or weakly magnetized planets [e.g., Wallis, 1973] . As demonstrated by various missions (Pioneer Venus (to Venus), VEGA 1 and 2 and Giotto (to comet Halley), and Phobos 2 (to Mars)), mass loading is ubiquitous, occurring at both nonmagnetic and slightly magnetic objects possessing an atmosphere. However, since planetary atmospheres are gravitationally bound, unlike their more spectacular cometary cousins, the mass-loading regime tends to be localized in a fairly narrow layer above the planetary surface. As discussed by Breus [1991] , the solar wind-neutral planetary atmosphere interaction is most likely to possess cometary characteristics during periods of solar maximum rather than solar minimum (for related discussions, see the review articles of Luhmann [1986] and Luhmann and Brace [ 1991] ).
For the purposes of these investigations, the most important question is whether mass loading occurs upstream of the bow shock. As has been demonstrated by Winske [1986] and Omidi and Winske [1987] , the pickup and stochastic acceleration of heavy ions upstream of a planetary or cometary bow shock affects the structure of the shock significantly, in terms of both the magnetic turbulence and shock broadening. The thickness of the shock transition was found to scale of the order of a heavy ion gyroradius, rather than a solar wind proton. Thus for the results of this paper to be applicable to planetary bow shocks such as Venus and Mars, it will be under the condition that appreciable mass loading upstream of the bow shock occurs. As noted, this is likely to be during solar maximum only.
In section 2 we present a brief discussion of shock waves in classical nonreacting MHD, using as our basis the shock polar relation given by Cabannes [1970] . This is necessary in order to contrast and compare properly the results of the sections that follow.
Since a structure reminiscent of a switch-on shock was observed on the outbound GiottoHalley encounter, we also discuss very briefly some properties of classical switch-on shocks in this section. The appropriate mass-loading MHD shock model is presented in section 3, together with a discussion of the effect of adding a very small quantity of mass to a steady flow. We wish to stress that we are not considering a shock structure problem, as BBS, for example, did, but instead are considering the R-H relations of a "thick" shock within which a small quantity of mass is added. The relationship of this work to the shock structure problem has been discussed in detail in paper 1. A completely general mass-loading form of the Hugoniot equation is derived in section 3, and some of the most important differences between mass-loading and nonreacting classical MHD shocks are elucidated here. The determination of which solutions to the R-H conditions correspond to physically admissible mass-loading fronts is investigated in section 4 for parallel and oblique shocks. Two completely new kinds of MHD shocks are presented in section 4, these having no classical MHD analogues. In subsection 4.3 we concentrate on the parameters appropriate to the Giott-Halley encounter and discuss some possible limitations to the Vifias-Scudder technique of determining the shock normal from observations [Vifias and Scudder, 1986 ]. The conclusion is to be found in section 5.
CLASSICAL MHD SHOCKS
In order to facilitate comparison of the classical and cometary shock properties, we present in this section a brief overview of classical MHD shock theory in terms of the shock polar relation given by Cabannes [1970] . Our discussion is based on the R-H relations describing a one-fluid plasma. As usual, these conditions express the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy across a discontinuity, together with the requirement that the normal component of the magnetic field and the tangential component of the electric field be continuous across the shock.
If we consider a perfect gas with adiabatic index % then the R-H conditions can be reduced to a single algebraic polynomial (the so-called "shock polar") which relates the upstream and downstream Alfv6nic Mach numbers [e.g., Cabannes, 1970 
where we have introduced the upstream fast and slow magnetosonic speeds (normalized to the normal upstream Alfv6n speed), 
If the downstream fluid speed normal to the shock satisfies (10) (i.e., is sub-Alfv6nic), then the shock is described as a slow mode shock, whereas normal fluid speeds satisfying (11) are called fast mode shocks. From (7), there exist three solutions for which MA20 = MA 2 and for which the compression ratio is equal to unity. These solutions correspond to an Alfv6n shock (MA -1), a fast magnetosonic wave (MA --
M•), and a slow magnetosonic wave (MA = M•-).
Examples of the shock polar relation (2) are illustrated in 
MHD EQUATIONS FOR MASS-LOADING SHOCKS
The system of equations used to investigate MHD shocks experiencing significant mass loading are appropriate extensions of those given in papers 1 and 2. Following the reasoning employed in paper 1, we assume that the pickup ion velocity distribution is shell-like due to rapid pitch angle scattering [Neugebauer et al., 1987b [Neugebauer et al., , 1989 Coates et al., 1990b] . Thus a common velocity for the plasma components is established, so ensuring that the plasma flow becomes essentially hydrodynamic. Such a description is certainly appropriate to those ions experiencing "turbulent pickup," but the "laminar pickup" of heavy ions (i.e., ion pickup by the large-scale quasi-stationary field) can be described adequately using a kinetic description only [Papadopoulos et al., 1987] . A detailed discussion concerning the suitability of the hydrodynamic description is to be found in the work by Breus and Krymskii [1992] and Tatrallyay et al. [1984] .
Further discussion can be found in the reviews of Galeev [1991] and Cravens [1991] . The rapid isotropization of the picked-up heavy ions suggests, incidentally, that one should choose the ratio of specific heats 3' to be 5/3, appropriate to 3 degrees of freedom, rather than the more commonly used 3' = 2 (see also Tatrallyay et al. [1984] ). Finally, since the newly ionized particles have a very small initial velocity, they add negligibly to the normal momemtum balance, so we need account for their presence only in the total mass flux equation and the tangential momentum balance equation. As recognized by Axford [1964] The importance of the characteristics in deciding whether solutions to the R-H conditions correspond to physically realizable shock solutions has been discussed in considerable detail in paper 1. In summary, use of the characteristics and a geometrical entropy condition [Lax, 1973] allow one to avoid using thermodynamical arguments to decide on the physical admissibility of solutions to the R-H conditions. While both the geometrical and thermodynamical entropy conditions yield identical results for nonreacting gasdynamics and MHD, the additional thermodynamical complications introduced through mass loading make thermodynamical criteria completely infeasible to apply [see Zank, 1991] .
In the frame of the shock (i.e., s = 0), the jump conditions across a mass-loading front are 
which are similar to those given in paper 2 and by Neubauer et al. [1990] .
A useful simplification is to work in the normal incidence frame of the flow, a t = a t --at0 , V t = V t -at0 , Neubauer et al. [1990] found that observations of the magnetic field at the outbound Halley shock suggest that the coplanarity theorem is valid because the observed upstream and downstream magnetic field vectors fulfill a condition sufficient for coplanarity given in that paper (p. 469, left center). On considering the entire shock surface, the sufficient condition is fulfilled only on the intersection I between the shock surface and the plane through the cometary nucleus spanned by the upstream solar wind vector and the magnetic field vector. The sufficient condition for coplanarity given by Neubauer et al. [1990] will, however, no longer be valid far from the plane described above, so our analysis applies only to that part of the shock surface reasonably close to I. We will assume that the shock is coplanar and thus significantly reduce the algebraic labor.
Mass Addition and Steady Flows
Insight into the effect of adding a small quantity of mass, transverse momentum, and energy to a perfect, steadily flowing gas is gained by considering small-amplitude perturbations to the R-H conditions (26) Figure  2b must be displaced upward after mass loading whereas that from A to C will be displaced downward. What was the slow magnetosonic point A will now be a "singular point" on the perturbed shock polar and no longer correspond to a feasible flow solution linking the upstream and downstream states. The line segment CE is displaced upward after mass loading whereas EF is displaced downward, thereby making the fast magnetosonic speed "singular" in the sense described above. It is evident that mass loading can split the shock polar curve into as many as three disjoint curves, and this is indeed confirmed numerically below.
Derivation of the Hugoniot Equation
In this section we derive the generalized form of the mass-loading Hugoniot equation, discuss some of its properties in relation to the Rayleigh curves, and discuss a For an ideal gas the Hugoniot (43) can be rearranged as To proceed further, we need to know two things. First, we need to determine which sections of the Hugoniot correspond to submagnetosonic or supermagnetosonic/Alfv6nic downstream flows, and second, we need to understand the circumstances under which the Rayleigh curve and the Hugoniot intersect. As we show below, both these questions are answered by determining the condition under which the Rayleigh line and the Hugoniot touch; i.e., we derive a touching condition at which the tangents of both curves coincide. We need consider only (58) together with (52). Then differentiation of (58) In concluding this section, we discuss briefly the massloading form of the shock polar relation and present an example which corresponds to that used in Figure 6 . The mass-loading shock polar relation corresponding to equation (2) is derived by equating (58) and (51) and then using MA 2 .
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The final result is an extremely cumbersome fourth-order polynomial in MA 2 which is not particularly revealing. Since the shock polar polynomial has to be solved numerically anyway, we may as well work with (51), (58), and (63) directly. We note in passing that the reason the mass-loading shock polar polynomial is an order greater than its classical counterpart is because the initial upstream state no longer lies on the mass-loading Hugoniot, i.e., a state cannot be connected to itself by a mass-loading front, or, equivalently, that MA 2 = MA20 is not a solution to the mass-loading R-H
conditions.
An example of a mass-loading shock polar relation is plotted in Figure 7 , where the parameters of Figure 6 To determine which sections of the shock polar illustrated in Figure 7 correspond to physically realizable mass-loading fronts, we utilize a geometric formulation of the entropy condition rather than requiting that the shock simply be compressive, as in section 2. This is done in the following section. Figures 6 and 7 have been discussed, albeit briefly, in paper 2.
CLASSIFICATION OF MASS-LOADING MHD SHOCKS
Lax's formulation of the entropy condition for hyperbolic systems of equations has been discussed in detail in paper 1. For the sake of brevity then, we simply define the entropy condition here, make a few comments, and refer the interested reader to section 2 of paper 1. Since the actual Lax inequalities are needed later in the analysis, a simplified derivation appropriate to stationary shocks is given in the appendix. We define the entropy condition as follows: A discontinuity satisfies the entropy condition if when it separates the characteristics of a family, the characteristics on each side can be traced back to the initial data.
A discontinuity is said to separate a family of character- istics if through every point of the shock trajectory in the (x, t) plane, there exists a pair of characteristics which can both be traced either backward or forward in time. Motivation for these definitions can be found either in paper 1 or in Lax's monograph [Lax, 1973] .
Parallel Shocks
This case has been discussed briefly in paper 2. For the sake of completeness, however, and also for the purposes of comparison, an abbreviated discussion of parallel massloading shocks is presented here. Two cases seem to be reasonably representative. The first case, /•p0 = 1, is illustrated in Figures 6 and 7 . We may identify the segment ID of Figure 7 with fast mode mass-loading shocks. The segment IC, however, corresponds to a quite different form of MHD shock, a compound shock (this is a consequence of the mass-loading MHD system being nonconvex; see paper 1). As shown in paper 2, the compound mass-loading front consists of a shock followed by an isentropic centered rarefaction wave, the important point being that the initially shocked flow is decelerated only as far as the fast magnetosonic speed before being accelerated back to its final, although decelerated, downstream state. The structure of such a compound shock is sketched in Figure 8 , and it was suggested in paper 2 that trains of such structures may have been observed at the Halley bow shock on the inbound Giotto encounter [Coates et al., 1987a, b; Neugebauer et al., 1987a] . It should be noted that the inbound observations revealed that the bow shock was more perpendicular than parallel, and this is discussed more fully below and in the conclusions. A further point to note is that since we are not investigating the structure of the shock, we cannot on the basis of our MHD formulation estimate the size of the compound shock illustrated in Figure 8 . In a sense, we have already prescribed the overall shock dimensions by our prescription of a. The segments AII and B II correspond to accelerated (expansion) flows; in the case of AII the transition is subsonic-super(slow)magnetosonic, whereas for B II the transition is simply subsonic-subsonic. It was proved in paper 2 that the R-H solutions described by AII were inadmissible but that the region parameterized by B II was indeterminate (i.e., it could not be decided on the basis of the entropy condition alone whether these regions represented sensible solutions to the mass-loading R-H conditions). To determine whether the solutions corresponding to BII are really allowed, one needs to consider the full shock structure problem including the appropriate dissipative mechanisms. Perhaps the most startling difference between these shock polar plots and those of section 2 is the very large parameter regime which does not admit solutions to the mass-loading R-H conditions. In other words, mass loading severely curtails the possibility of a flow possessing simple structures which take the supersonic incoming flow to a subsonic downstream state. Instead, we might expect the overall shock structure to consist of a complicated combination of fast or slow mode shocks, compound shocks, and slip lines.
The downstream tangential magnetic field, pressure, and density are plotted as functions of the square of the incident flow Alfv6nic Mach number MA20 in Figure 9 . Two points are worth noting. The first is that although the shocks are parallel, the downstream tangential magnetic field is always "switched on" (see equation (52) with 00 = 0). However, because MAO can never approach 1, extremely strong rotations of the magnetic field cannot occur, although more modest rotations of up to about 10 ø are possible. This appears to be insufficient to account fully for the observed downstream magnetic field described by Neubauer et al. [1990] . Nevertheless, a definite answer to the possibility of very strong downstream magnetic field rotations at massloading shocks can be achieved only by considering the full shock structure problem. This is because the field will begin Before concluding this subsection, observe that for parallel shocks, stable slow mode mass-loading fronts do not exist.
Oblique Shocks
In this subsection we prove in some detail the existence and nonexistence of various kinds of oblique mass-loading shocks. Our analysis is guided and illuminated by the simultaneous use of the shock polar relation and the corresponding Hugoniot. In this manner we can easily compare the more complicated mass-loading MHD results with the clas- Let us consider the Hugoniot segment for which p >PIII. In this case we have Vso < Uxo < VAO, Ux < Vs (Figures 14  and 15c) , and so the space-time diagram for a stationary left-facing shock is as sketched in Figure 21a . Clearly, the C•-family of characteristics satisfy the geometric entropy condition, indicating that this family of solutions to the mass-loading R-H conditions represent valid shock waves. These shocks are exactly analogous to the slow mode shocks of nonreacting MHD shock theory. At the point p = Pill, we have Vso < Uxo < VAO, Ux = Vs, and the flow is decelerated. This time, the downstream characteristic C•-is rotated until it lies parallel to the mass-loading front (Figure 21 b) 
To the right of the stationary shock we have instead which, using the notation above, is equivalent to A l(Ur) < A2(Ur) < A 3(Ur) < 0 < A4(Ur) <''' < A7(Ur).
Clearly, for u ! and u r above, we have
A s < 0 < AsO A•t < 0 < AAO , 
thereby illustrating that 2-shocks are also inadmissible. A similar conclusion is easily drawn for Ux: Vs (Figure 24b ).
Thus the section of the shock polar curve described by (67) and (68) Figure 24c , and easily convince oneself that the inequalities (66) and the geometric entropy definition at the beginning of section 4 are identical. This is left to the interested reader. It is also apparent that the region Vso < UxO < VAO < Vfo, Ux < Vs describes admissible solutions to the mass-loading R-H conditions and that these solutions correspond to classical slow mode shocks. Rather than examine each region of the shock polar curve in detail, we summarize the results in Figure 25. 
Halley Parameters
In concluding this section we present some results based on parameters obtained on the inbound and outbound bow shock crossings by the Giotto mission. These results should be regarded with some caution since it is difficult to infer precise values of, for example, the shock obliquity, the mass-loading rate, and the transverse flow velocity, from the in situ measurements [e.g., Coates As in paper 1, a possible analogy between mass-loading shocks and detonation/deflagration shocks can be drawn in that a physical quantity is not conserved but rather created in crossing from the upstream to the downstream region. Thus mass-loading shocks possess some characteristics of the deflagration/detonation shocks that occur in combustion theory, and many important features (such as the existence of Chapman-Jouguet points) carry across from one theory to the other. As discussed in section 3.2, even though mass loading is a small term, its associated momentum contribution in the shock frame introduces effects of physical significance. Besides the addition of mass rather than energy, what truly distinguishes mass-loading shocks from combustion shocks is that the addition of mass within the shock induces the flow to shear. We have shown that shearing has important consequences both for the global stability of the shock and for the downstream rotation of the magnetic field. Even for a parallel shock, the sheared flow tends to drag the magnetic field on passage through the mass-loading shock, thereby imbuing the mass-loading front with the characteristics of a switch-on shock, regardless of the magnitude of the plasma beta. This result goes some way toward explaining the downstream magnetic field observations at comet Halley described by Neubauer et al. [1990] , but a complete understanding will come only with a detailed analysis of the full shock structure problem. It was also shown incidentally in section 3 that provided the addition of transverse momentum by the newly born ions is sufficiently small, the coplanarity theorem should continue to hold at mass-loading shocks. That this is indeed true observationally was one of the important results reported by Neubauer et al. [1990] .
In considering mass-loading shocks we have utilized methods culled from the modern theory of hyperbolic differential equations to decide on the physical relevance of different solutions to the mass-loading R-H conditions. While one can obviously discard certain classes of R-H solutions immediately, such as those for which m 2 < 0, the thermodynamic Perhaps the most interesting of the new classes of shocks are the mass-loading fast and slow compound shocks, neither of which has a classical nonreacting MHD analogue.
These structures are composed of a shock in which the incoming fluid flow is decelerated to either the fast or the slow magnetosonic speed, followed by an isentropic rarefaction front. The transition consists of a deceleration followed by an acceleration to the final downstream state, the final decelerated flow velocity being either super(fast)magnetosonic or super-(slow)magnetosonic. Examination of the Giotto-Halley data at both inbound and outbound shock encounters reveals that the incident upstream state falls into the fast compound as well as the fast mode shock regime. In addition, the structure at the inbound encounter appeared to consist of a series of velocity dips and recoveries, which could be consistent with the idea of a train of fast compound shocks.
Unfortunately, as we have discussed, it is difficult to test for the existence of either fast or slow mode shocks given the complexity involved in determining accurately the shock normal from in situ observations. We have noted the possible drawbacks to the scheme of Viffas and Scudder [1986] (they exclude the possibility of mass loading within the shock), and we have suggested that the coplanar approach advocated by Neubauer et al. [ 1990] may be a simpler, more accurate approach. Finally, we suggest that the mass-loading R-H relations should perhaps be used when investigating the cometary shock data.
In conclusion, we draw attention to the possibility that our
